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The balloon-bone CALET prototype detector (bCALET)
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Abstract: The CALET payload will be installed in the Japanese Experiment Module Exposed Facility (JEM-EF) of
the International Space Station (ISS). We developed a balloon-borne payload to evaluate the performance of CALET by
carrying out precursor flights for the electron and gamma-ray observations. The first flight of bCALET-1 (balloon-borne
CALET prototype) was carried out in 2006, and the enhanced version, bCALET-2, was successfully flown in August
2009. The bCALET-2 is composed of IMaging Calorimeter (IMC) and Total AbSorption Calorimeter (TASC). The IMC
has an area of 256 mm× 256 mm, and is consisted of 8 layers of scintillating fiber belts with a total 3.6 radiation lengths
of tungsten plates interleaved within the fiber planes for imaging the pre-shower development. TASC is consisted of
crossed BGO logs (25 mm × 25 mm × 300 mm in each) with a total of 13.4 radiation lengths depth, for measuring the
total energy deposit of incoming shower particles. The geometry factor is nearly 320 cm2sr over 10 GeV. We succeeded
the observation of the electron energy spectrum in 1 GeV ∼ several 10 GeV electron and the atmospheric gamma-rays
in 1 GeV ∼ a few 10 GeV, which are consistent with previous observations by BETS. The results are compared with
simulations for confirming the detector performance.
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1 Introduction

The CALorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) mission
aims to reveal high energy phenomena in the universe
by space-based observation of the high energy cosmic
rays [1], [2]. The detector is planned to be placed on
the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) of the Interna-
tional Space Station (ISS). We have developed the sub-
components of CALET such as the imaging calorime-
ter, the total absorption calorimeter, and the readout elec-
tronics. For verification of the observation capability, a
balloon-borne experiment with CALET prototype was car-
ried out two times. The first campaign of bCALET-1 was
successfully done in May, 2006 [3]. We collected about
3×103 electron-like events during the level flight at about
35 km for 3.5 hours.
The bCALET-2 detector, used for the second campaign,
was much more enlarged comparing to the bCALET-1; the
geometric factor was increased by 16 times. In addition to
this improvement, an anti-coincidence detector (ACD) was
installed for observing the low energy gamma-rays (> 200

MeV). In the flight of bCALET-2 done in August, 2009, the
observation time was 2.5 hours at a level altitude around 35
km.
We have confirmed the basic performance of the sub-
components used for CALET, and verified the capability
of the front-end circuit for readout of many channels of
PMTs/PDs and the DAQ system. In this paper, we mainly
report the bCALET-2 experiment.

2 bCALET-2 detector

The major part of the CALET instrument consists of a
large-mass calorimeter [2], which is divided into three sub-
components arranged in the vertical direction: Charge De-
tector (CHD), Imaging Calorimeter (IMC), and Total Ab-
sorption Calorimeter (TASC).
A structure of the bCALET-1 and -2 as similar with the
CALET is shown in Fig. 1, and the characteristics of these
detectors are compared in Table 1.
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Figure 1: The side view of bCALET-1 and bCALET-2. In bCALET-2, the Silicon Pixel Array (SIA) for charge measure-
ment of incident particles was used only for calibration on ground.

Table 1: bCALET-1 and bCALET-2 characteristics.
bCALET-1 (2006) bCALET-2 (2009)

IMC (SciFi) 1024ch (128 mm × 128 mm × 4 x-y) 4096ch (256 mm × 256 mm × 8 x-y)
IMC (Tungsten) 1.3 r.l. 1.69 r.l.
TASC (BGO) 13.4 r.l. (4 logs/layer) 13.4 r.l (10 logs/layer)
SΩ 21 cm2sr 320 cm2sr

2.1 Imaging calorimeter

IMC is composed of eight layers of scintillating fiber belts
for making visible the shower image of incoming cosmic
rays. Each layer consists of scintillating fiber belts ar-
ranged in the x and y direction, and each belt is composed
256 fibers with a 1mm square cross section in each. The to-
tal number of scintillating fibers used in IMC is 4096, and
its dimension at surface is 256 mm×256 mm. A tungsten
plate, as an absorber, is placed over each layer except the
first layer at the top of IMC. The total thickness of the tung-
sten plates is 3.6 radiation length (r.l.). Photons emitted in
each fiber are detected by 64-anodes PMTs, and the out-
put signals are digitize by a front end circuit using ASICs
and sampling-hold ADCs as same as bCALET-1 [3]. The
shower images observed by IMC are adopted to determine
the incident direction of incoming particle and to detect the
pre-shower development.

2.2 Total absorption calorimeter

TASC is composed of 6 layers of BGO logs where each
log has a dimension of 25 mm (H) × 25 mm (W) × 300
mm (L). There is 10 such log in one layer, and each layer
is alternatively orientated in 90 degrees with each other for

providing the x and y coordinate. The total thickness of
BGOs in TASC is 13.4 r.l., and TASC is utilized for mea-
suring the shower development to determine the energy and
to discriminate electrons and gamma-rays from the back-
ground protons. To detect the photons emitted in BGO, a
PIN photo-diode (PIN-PD) is attached to side end of each
log.
The signal peak corresponding to a minimum ionizing
particle (MIP) is clearly seen by measuring a cosmic-ray
muon. The front end circuit has dual, low and high, gain
to accomplish a wide dynamic range for each PIN-PD as
presented in Fig. 2. As a result, this circuit has achieved
a dynamic range of 0.5 MIPs ∼ over a few thousands
MIPs. We also developed a new module which includes
preAMP/AMP and ADC, and used a digital signal read-out
in same way with the front-end module of IMC.

2.3 Trigger detector and anti-coincidence
counter

Two layers of plastic scintillator were installed as a trig-
ger detector at the top and the bottom of IMC, respectively.
Each scintillator (BC-404) plate has a thickness of 1 cm
(upper) and of 0.5 cm (lower), embedded with the wave
length shifting fibers (WLSF, BCF-92). Trigger signal was
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram of dual range read out cir-
cuit for PIN-PDs.

generated by coincidence of the following three signals;
two signals from the top and bottom plastic scintillator and
the total signal summation for 10 BGO logs located at the
top of TASC.
To select the electron-like events and the gamma-ray-like
events, we applied two types of the trigger mode. These
trigger modes can be selected by a preset timer or an on-
line command.
In the gamma-ray mode, the charged particles coming from
the side of IMC, which do not pass through the top scintil-
lator, S1, were mostly rejected by using ACD. It enables
to distinguish gamma-ray-like events from charged parti-
cles, mainly protons, incident from out of the effective area.
ACD is composed of plastic scintillator tiles (1cm thick)
embedded with 1mmφ WLSFs as same as the trigger de-
tector. The photon signal from scintillator is transmitted to
PMT through WLSFs attached to the input window.

2.4 Data acquisition system

The data acquisition system of bCALET-2 was designed
on the base of the system of bCALET-1. The read out
interfaces were enhanced for increasing IMC/TASC chan-
nels. New CPU boards were adopted to improve the data
processing speed. Since the data size rate was expected
about 200 kbytes/s, we introduced a compact flash mem-
ory for recording all of the acquired onboard data. A radio
telecommunication system was employed for down-link of
the HK data and the sampled event data, and for sending
commands. Block diagram of the DAQ system is shown in
Fig. 3

3 bCALET-2 performance by Monte Calro
simulation

The performance of bCALET-2 detector was evaluated by
using Monte Carlo simulations. Due to ACD adopted in
bCALET-2, a total rate of the electron-like events (> 10
GeV) and the gamma-ray-like events at level altitude was
predicted to be reduced to about 20 Hz by simulations as
shown in Fig. 4. The rate was consistent with the obser-
vation, and we succeed to considerably decrease the dead

Figure 3: Block diagram of the data acquisition system
used in bCALET-2

time in data taking. The SΩ estimated by simulations is
about 320 cm2sr for the electrons over 10 GeV.

Figure 4: Simulated trigger rates of electrons and atmo-
spheric gamma-rays at different altitudes. At the flight level
(∼34km), the rate decreases very effectively (nearly 1/3) by
adopting ACD.

The energy resolution of incident electrons is expected
15% around 1 GeV and ∼ 7% in 5-50 GeV. The resolu-
tion is much more improved than our previous detectors us-
ing a sampling calorimeter, BETS (14∼17%) [4] and PPB-
BETS (12∼20%) [5], since bCALET employed a thick ac-
tive calorimeter. It is very effective not only in the energy
determination, but also in the rejection of the background
protons by the off-line analysis.

4 bCALET-2 observation

The bCALET-2 payload was launched at JAXA Taiki
Aerospace Research Field in Hokkaido, and was flown for
2 hours at level altitude. Figure 5 shows the flight curve of
the balloon.
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Figure 5: The transition at time of flight altitude. For two
hours until shifting to the level flight (∼35km).

The event trigger for electrons was executed by two modes;
low energy (LE) mode and high energy (HE) mode. An ex-
ample of the observed event is shown in Fig. 6. In the LE
mode for electrons over 1 GeV, 2720 events were triggered,
and 5671 events in the HE mode for electrons over 10 GeV.
In the gamma-ray mode, 3466 events were triggered over
200 MeV. We collected over 10,000 events in the total ob-
servation time.
By an analysis of the observed events, the electron energy
spectrum in 1 GeV-30 GeV at level altitude was obtained
as presented in Fig. 7. As shown in the figure, the observed
spectrum is very consistent with the expected one by simu-
lations calculated by using the present data of the primary
particles, and the effects of the geomagnetic cut-off are
clearly seen below 10 GeV. The results are also consistent
with previous observation, BETS and bCALET-1, consid-
ering the difference of observation altitudes and the differ-
ent rigidity cut-offs. The details of data analysis including
the atmospheric gamma-rays, is reported in this conference
[6].

Figure 6: A example of event display of the observed
electron-like shower.

Figure 7: The energy spectrum of electrons observed with
bCALET-2 compared with simulations and previous obser-
vations.

5 Summary

The bCALET-2 payload was developed to confirm the per-
formance of detector as the CALET prototype for balloon
experiment. The detector worked well in expected perfor-
mance, and the obtained electron energy spectrum is com-
patible with simulations and previous observations. The
final results will be published soon elsewhere.
The experience in research done for development of the
bCALET detectors is made use of the CALET develop-
ment, which is being carried on for the target schedule of
launching in 2013 to the ISS. The observation period is
planned to be for 5-year at the JEM/EF. Since the geomet-
ric factor of CALET is 1200 cm2sr for electrons, we can
extend the electron observation to the trans-TeV region.
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